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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the mass transport in the boundary 
layers developed on smooth and horizontal bottoms by standing 
waves in shallow water.  In a theoretical approach, the basic 
equations of laminar boundary layers are applied to solving the 
oscillatory motion in the boundary layers caused by the stand- 
ing waves.  The mass transport velocities are derived on the 
basis of solutions of the second approximation which describe 
the flow velocity near the bottom, and the effects of convec- 
tive terms involved in the basic equations are investigated. 

Experimental measurements in standing waves of mass trans- 
port velocity in the bottom boundary layer were carried out 
using dye-streak and solid-particle methods.  The experimental 
data are compared with the theoretical prediction. 

INTRODUCTION 

The depositional behaviour of sediments is an important 
factor in the control of shoaling in harbor basins and the 
maintenance of the harbor function for navigation.  The consid- 
erations developed in this paper began with some of the prob- 
lems of the Gumizaki Fishery Harbor being filled up by drifting 
sands. 

It has been shown in the previous paper, presented at the 
Tenth Conference on Coastal Engineering, that sand bars are 
formed at definite locations in a harbor basin, and that the 
standing waves induced in the harbor basin play an important 
role in the formation of these bars.  Lettau (Ref.l) has theo- 
retically shown that sand bars are formed at the anti-node po- 
sitions of standing waves by the deposition of suspended sedi- 
ments.  On the other hand, Nomitsu (Ref. 2) has described bar 
formation at both the node and anti-node positions of standing 
waves by the movement of bed loads.  Hayami (Ref. 3) has also 
shown that the filling-up of the basin by drifting sands in 
Toman Harbor can be explained by Nomitsu's theory. 
Nevertheless, the author's experimental results differ from his 
prediction: these bars are formed only at the anti-node of 
standing waves. 

The movement of sediments is caused by the fluid motion near 
the bed.  Therefore, the resolution of this question is neces- 
sary in order to give an adequate description of the character- 
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istics of the oscillatory motion near the bottom due to stand- 
ing waves.  The mechanism of such bar formation must then be 
found on the basis of the above description.  Therefore, an 
attempt has been made to study the fluid motion in the bound- 
ary layers developed on smooth bottoms in the case of stand- 
ing waves in shallow water of uniform depth, especially the 
velocity profile and the mass transport velocity in the bound- 
ary layers. 

Longuet-Higgms (Eef. 4) derived an appropriate field equa- 
tion for the stream function of the mass transport, and 
described a general method for determining the mass transport 
velocity in the boundary layers.  In general, it is well known 
that in the irrotational standing waves the mass transport 
velocity vanishes everywhere.  However, Longuet-Higgms showed 
the existence of the mass transport in the boundary layers by 
taking into account the viscous action of the fluid, even in 
standing waves. 

On the other band, Iwagaki and Tuchiya (Ref. 5) described 
the perturbation method for determining the velocity profile 
in the boundary layers developed on the bottom of a wave tank 
by progressive waves, when thev treated the problem of wave 
damping due to bottom friction. 

In this paper, the latter method is applied to the case of 
standing waves.  By this method, an approximate solution of 
non-linear, laminar boundary layer equations is applied to 
deriving the mass transport velocities of this layer in stand- 
ing waves.  The author's result for the mass transport velo- 
city is in agreement with that predicted by Longuet-Higgms. 

Experimental measurements of mass transport velocity in the 
boundary layer near the bottom under standing waves are then 
compared with theoretical results. 

THEORY OP LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER DUE TO 
STANDING WAVES 

For two-dimensional case, the laminar boundary layer equa- 
tions on the assumption of incompressible fluid are given by: 

d" + Jj>L=0 y       (i) 
dx     dz [ 

' f dx     at ax 
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in which x.  is the horizontal distance from the vertical wall 
of one end of a wave tank, z  the vertical distance from the 
bottom, tthe time, p the pressure, f the density, i> the 
kinematic viscosity, U  and Vfthe velocity components in the 
boundary layer in the direction of X and z , respectively and 
U»  the velocity just outside the boundary layer due to the 
finite amplitude wave theory. 

Selecting the wave length of standing waves L    and the 
boundary layers thickness parameter S =( \>T/2 7C )     as the 
representative length, and using the dimensionless quantities 
defined as follows: 

u = Cu*, w«<o<5V* -p-tcfi a„ = ca£    i 
x«-kx, r-ou-t; 5?*~*/<r, r-kh     1    (2) 

the non-dimensional form of Eq.(l) can be expressed by: 

at*+ ^ a**+^ ^*~ at* + u" "i^4 a2-*2 ) 
da* . jwi* _ „ f (3) 
a**  a**  ^ 

in which 7*is the wave period, A  the water depth, C =L/T , 
O) = 2K/T , and /e = 2K./L.     •      The boundary conditions for 
Eg.(3) can be written as 

0*= 0 and W*=  0 at 2"*= 0,  1 
t (4) 

«* = £/^ at ?^>"» • ' 

The velocity just outside the boundary layers Uoeon the 
basis of the finite amplitude wave theory is given by: 

0£= - /-^)-4- sin TC* cos f -(Ef   J?t*       cos 2X* sln2f-  (5) 

for the case of standing waves, in which /-/ is the wave 
height. 

The solution of Eq.(3) can be obtained by the perturbation 
method which expresses the solution of tf* and yj* ,   respec- 
tively as follows: 

Ut=   6U*+ £*U?+'    j 
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in which a small quantity £ is equal to H IL. 

From Eq.(5), the velocity just outside the boundary layers 
can be rewritten by: 

i&etC+e'uZs  (7) 
in which 

Utol= TT* sin **cos t* i sinhA 

(j*Z= ? ^       cos 2X*sin 2f* M** 8sinhV 

(8) 

Substituting these expressions into Eq.(3) gives the differ- 
ential equations of the first approximation for (J* and vf*i 

dUt      3'UT = bU£t 
at*     9T-*     at*     1 

3**     az* 

with the   boundary  conditions U*=VT= 0  at Z*= 0  and Ct?= Uni at 
j?*—• e>o .     Bq.(9)   indicates  the   linearized  theory  and  its 
solutions  are  given  by: 

Uf= - fa  sin j<5{cost* _ a"?* eosU*- f)}, 

-UT?= -  OSl  cos** {JTf cost* + e-^cos(   t*- ?*- ft/4)  - oos( t*-*M)} 

in which -£*= 2"*/2   and Q^,   = Tf/sinh A* . 

For 6(2   ,   the   equation  of  the   second  approximation  can  be 
written  by: 

W- T-Sl T^'M 2X# O^.^oo.C  2** -^*) 

- 8  ( UM/UZI
2
)cot 2;C*cos  2t*J 

+ JL fc^'sin 2^2(  2 +jri*)e~M*cosj2l* - Ze'2^* 
8 -2(1 -Jit*)****   sin/^* j 

    (11) 

in which &«?2 = 37tV8sinh*/? .  The approximate solution for Uz   , 
which must satisfy the boundary conditions, Ut =  0 at •£*= 0 
and U*P=UM, tltis/lt*   = 0 as f*-»oo , as shown by Schlichtmg 
(Ref. 6) taking into account «* = U*f, +  Cl*s   where U^, denote the 
periodic and IA%   the steady contribution of the second approxi- 
mation, respectively, is given by: 
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U*= -  U&cos 23? {sin 2^- e-m\^2-e-fZ1*)} 

J-   *      fBin 2X*sin 2t*{e-^*cos/H*- e^'cos ?* 
V2Sinh/,y +yrre-«*sxn(-r+*-/4)} 

•f/      *"   .Jain 2X"coS 2£*{- e-^Vn^f + e" ** sin ?* 

+ • ^zTS. sin 23C*{- 3 + e~21 +8e_?*sin f+  2e ""?*cos £* 

(12) 

Therefore, the approximate solution for the velocity U* is 
obtained by substituting Eq.(ll) and (12) into Eq.(6).  Fig.l- 
(a) and (b) show the velocity profiles calculated for the case 
of £ - 0.04 and sinh/$* = 1.18 at X* = ft/2   and flr/4, respectively, 
in which Uv) = <? SUni = 7thJ/ T  sinh/?A .  These figures positively 
demonstrate that at X*= K/2,   the positive, maximum velocity of 
a water particle in the boundary layers is identical with the 
negative one, but that at X*=7t/4, the positive motion is less 
than the reverse movement.  Seemingly, these results are im- 
portant, since the direction of sediment movement may be deter- 
mined by the larger of the two maximum values of the velocity. 

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between CC  /wwand ^*for the 
various values of £ ; that is, the effects of convective terms 
in the boundary layer equations on the velocity profile. 
This figure indicates that the maximum velocity in non- 
dimensional form slightly increases with the increasing of the 
values of £ . 

MASS TRANSPORT VELOCITY IN BOUNDARY LATERS UNDER STANDING WAVES 

Longuet-Higgins gives the mass transport velocity in the 
boundary layers in non-dimensional form, jf*as 

V*= £tf?+  £*&*+  (13) 

in which ff* = ff/C , J7*= 0 and 

Substituting Eqs.(lO), (12) and (14) into Eq_.(l3), the mass 
transport velocity in the boundary layers developed on the 
smooth bottom is given by: 

in which 
K( f) = - 3 + 8e-** sin f + 3e -»«*" (l6) 

This equation can be rewritten in the form: 
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ff = flr^wsln2W K(^ (17) 
which is identical with that obtained by Longuet-Higgms. 

Pig.3 shows the  result calculated of the vertical profile 
of the mass transport velocity in the boundary layer to the 
case of standing waves.  An outstanding feature which this 
figure shows is that the transport near the bottom, that is the 
lower layer, for the range of ^* < 0.9, is always in the direc- 
tion from the anti-node to the node of the standing waves, but 
the transport in the upper layer for the range of ^*>»0.9 is 
contrary to the lower one. 

In any discussion of bar formation, this result is important, 
since the direction of sediment movement may be determined by 
the ratio of sediment diameter d with the boundary layer thick- 
ness parameter f . 

EXPERIMENTS ON MASS TRANSPORT VELOCITY IN BOUNDARY LAYERS 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT - Experimental apparatus consists of 
a glass side wave tank 3.0 m long, 30 cm wide and 70 cm deep, 
as shown in Eig.4.  The walls are vertical and the glass bed 
is horizontal.  Standing waves were produced by a flutter type 
wave genarator installed at one end of the tank.  Wave heights 
were measured by an electric resistance type wave gage placed 
at the anti-node position. 

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT - The first method of observing the 
mass transport velocity involved photographing dye streaks 
obtained by dropping small grains of potassium permanganate, 
which sank to the bottom with negligible solution enroute, into 
water.  This method proved advantageous in that a series of 
water particle displacements could be recorded in a single 
exposure as shown in Photo. 1, since a conspicuous dye streak 
was produced in the boundary layer every cycle.  The maximum 
displacement of water particles and its vertical profiles per 
cycle were measured from similar photographs. 

The second method was to examine the transport in the oppo- 
site direction near the bottom as  predicted by theory.  The 
method involved photographing the movement of vinyl pellets 
(median diameter 0.13 mm, specific gravity 1.15) which were 
spread in a thin, uniform layer on the bottom before beginning 
the tests. 

The third method of recording the mass transport velocity 
involved photographing displacements of a small nylon particle 
that had the same density as water every 5 cycles of waves 
using a strobo-scope.  When the wave period and water depth 
are maintained constant, and wave heights are gradually in- 
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creased, flows in bottom boundary layers undergo a transition 
from the laminar to the turbulent regime.  Therefore, the dye- 
streak method mentioned above cannot be used because of the 
dispersion of dye.  Then, measurement of the mass transport 
velocity in the turbulent boundary layers was made using nylon 
particles (diameter 3 mm).  Photo. 2 shows an example of a 
series of displacement of a nylon particle. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - Fig. 5 and 6 show the 
results of the maximum displacements observed by the dye- 
streak method for the h /1—     lalues of 0.16 and 0.08, 
respectively.  The experiments were carried out by measuring 
the maximum displacement DWxTfor varying wave heights and for 
a wave period and water depth that were kept constant.  In 
these figures, the theoretical curve which describes the non- 
dimensional, maximum displacement of a water particle in the 
boundary layer, J^  , can be given by putting •£*= 3.94 in 
Eq.(17): 

X*= - sin 2kX (18) 
in which 

A* =^7/(3-12 -Tt'H'/SL     sinhU)   (19) 

and ZTm<\x is the maximum mass transport velocity in the boundary 
layer.  Although the scatter of points can be seen, these 
figures show that the results of the experiments are in agree- 
ment with theory except when the wave height is as small as 4 
cm.  Russell and Osorio(Ref.7) showed in their experiments in 
the case of progressive waves, that low waves result in faster 
transport values than high waves when plotted non-dimensionally. 
It seems that their results are identical with those of the au- 
thors in the case of standing waves. 

Fig.7 shows the observed mass transport velocity profiles 
in the boundary layer for the ^/Z_.  values of 0.16 and 0.08. 
It is found that the results are in good agreement with the 
theoretical curve shown by a full line for the range of #*>3.0. 

But it was not possible to measure accurately the mass 
transport velocity in the lower layer for the range of ^*<:0.9 
by this method.  Therefore, the different method mentioned above 
was used to examine the transport in the opposite direction 
near the bottom as predicted by the theory. 

Photos.3 and 4 show the results of the experiments in the 
/} /1~    value of 0.16 for wave heights 3.3 cm and 8.0 cm, 

respectively.  Both ends of the photographs correspond to the 
anti-node positions and the center to the node position of the 
standing waves.  In addition, the white and black parts of the 
photographs show the vinyl pellets and the bottom of the wave 
tank, respectively.  The photographs demonstrate that the 
transport of the vinyl pellets is in the direction of the node 
position, and that high waves result in faster transport of 
vinyl pellets than low waves.  Thus, the experimental evidence 
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is m qualitative agreement with the theory. 

Fig.8-(a), (b) and (c) show the results of the experiments 
in hli~   = 0.08 for wave heights of 12 cm, 16 cm and 19 cm, 
respectively.  These figures indicate that the experimental 
values of >J are less than those predicted by the theory. 
Collins (Ref.8) and Brebner (Ref.9) found that in the experi- 
ments in the case of progressive waves, the observed mass 
transport velocity near bottoms is less than that predicted by 
laminar theory as the bottom boundary layer becomes turbulent. 
The results for standing waves also indicate that at the in- 
ception of turbulence there is a break from the laminar theory 
in which zf/nayis proportional to /-f*  . 

Fig. 9 shows the relationship between IWmxxtt-   and H{ T smhfoh) 
x|sm 2(9X| for laminar and turbulent ranges.  In addition, the 
limiting value indicated by Brebner and Collins is also shown 
in this figure.  In the case of progressive waves, Brebner and 
Collins proposed a critical Reynolds number defined by V^S/v 
and obtained the value of 160, in which TT9  is the maximum 
velocity at the bottom on the basis of the linearized wave 
theory.  Therefore, replacing-^ by Itht ( 7" sinh'*6/) T'lsin 2<?x] 
gives the critical Reynolds number in the case of standing 
waves. 

CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions may be derived from the results 
of this study: 

1) The mass transport in a laminar boundary layer is in 
agreement with the theoretical value except for the low waves 
and the direction of the mass transport in the upper layer is 
contrary to that of the lower one. 

2) In the case of standing waves, boundary layers are turbu- 
lent at higher Reynolds number than 160, which is a critical 
one, and the mass transport is less than the theoretical value 
for laminar boundary layers. 
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Fig. 3  Distribution of non-dimensional mass transport 
velocity. 
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Photo. 1  An example of dye streaks. 
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Photo. 2  An example of movement of a nylon particle. 
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Fig. 7  Comparison between theoretical and experimental 
non-dimensional mass transport velocity profile. 
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Photo. 3 Movement of vinyl pellets near bottom with time 
( H = 3.3 cm). 
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Photo. 4  Movement of vinyl pellets near bottom with time 
( H=  8.0 cm). 
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